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Welcome! We’re so glad you could join us tonight.

As you know, we’ve launched the UK’s first Women  

in Software Power List to celebrate rising stars of the

coding community.

While tech remains a male-dominated industry, we believe that women 

like you are paving the way for others. Through connecting you to one 

another, we want to strengthen three factors we believe will be critical 

to your future success: your network, your knowledge and your allies.

A huge congratulations to all you candidates here tonight - it is very

hard not to be inspired when reading about the energy, originality and

dedication you are putting into your work. And a huge thank you to the

judges who helped to compile this inaugural list.

If you’d like to learn more about how you could get involved with the

2020 Women in Software Power List, please contact adele@makers.

tech. For now - please take the opportunity to congratulate the

candidates in person and enjoy the evening!

 

Sincerely, 
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PhD Student at King’s College  
Director of Researc/hers Code

Summary

Victoria is a bioinformatics PhD student at the Centre for Host-

Microbiome Interactions at King’s College London, and Director of 

Researc/hers Code. In her PhD, she uses data science, bioinformatics 

techniques and high-performance computing to understand and 

combat the spread of antimicrobial resistance from genomic datasets.  

Outside her PhD, she runs the social enterprise, Researc/hers Code, 

that supports women in technology across disciplines in academia. At 

Researc/hers Code, Victoria runs workshops including “Introduction 

to Linux with Azure” and “Creating your own personal website”, and 

showcases female talent through interviewing and podcasting female 

academics in tech. Before starting Researc/hers Code, she volunteered 

as Ambassador for Code First: Girls at Cambridge, organising free 

coding courses for female students. She is also a part-time Developer 

for a bioinformatics start-up, called Blue-Ridge Bioinformatics, 

working on providing bioinformatics solutions to BioTech and 

HealthTech companies.  

VICTORIA
CARR
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Full Stack Developer,  
MoneySupermarket Group

Summary

Angelika came to MoneySupermarket Group as a pure AEM 

developer, but it is her growth into the use of other technologies 

that has been most impressive. Learning advanced Java, Angular 

and Vue.JS from scratch she is already in 18 months one of our 

most productive and valuable team members. Angelika spoke at 

Vue JS Manchester only months after picking up new technology 

herself. Angelika won our internal hack day with her team. She 

completed a working proof of concept of a guest checkout 

journey which will soon be realised in our production system. She 

has worked closely with graduate team members and a DevOps 

engineer looking to change career trajectory helping them 

become productive developers in the team. Angelika joined the 

MoneySavingExpert Cheap Energy Club team and was instantly 

a hit. She used this platform to drive her career in the Full Stack 

direction by picking up both back and front end skills.

ANGELIKA  
JOHANSSON
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Junior Front End Developer,  
Vodafone UK

Summary

Alexandra has been a junior developer within Vodafone for 9 

months, self-taught through online courses. As an outstanding 

technologist, Alexandra has showcased certain transferable skills 

such as actively seeking opportunities to represent Vodafone at 

external events. She takes pride in ensuring her peers know what 

she is doing and often runs pair programming sessions bringing 

her less developed peers along on the journey with her. Given her 

incredible work ethic Alexandra was given the opportunity to lead 

certain areas of quality control in key codebases at Vodafone. 

Alexandra has been working on a rewrite of the checkout for 

Vodafone.co.uk, a complex react application with links to APIs. 

She helped build new shared components for this project, namely 

a Date Picker which has complex logic surrounding it to ensure 

users cannot input incorrect dates. She also worked on some tools 

to make our development easier by simulating orders into the 

checkout to speed up our end to end testing.

ALEXANDRA  
MARGARINT
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Associate Software Developer,  
MoneySuperMarket

Summary

Natalie joined MoneySuperMarket as a graduate java developer. 

After six months she decided to start to also learn about the 

frontend side with the aim of becoming a full stack developer. 

She was then promoted to Associate Software Developer. She has 

spoken at graduate fairs, sharing her experience on working as 

a developer. She also visits schools in Manchester making young 

people aware of possible tech career paths. She has spoken to 

young people about agile development as well as teaching them 

how to code in a fun way. In her spare time, she likes to work on 

mini projects to help improve her programming knowledge. She 

likes to try to do full stack applications so she can get a better 

understanding of the code. She’s currently working on a meal 

planner application that has a spring boot backend which is linked 

to a mongo database to store the information with a Vue.JS 

frontend.

NATA LIE
SMITH
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Javascript Developer,  
StoryShare

Summary

Fatimat is a Full Stack JavaScript Developer who learned to code 

through Codebar and later Founders & Coders. She now mentors 

at Codebar. She has led coding workshops for people aged 11 - 

15 through charities and schools. She blogs for CoderList. She 

is a regular mentor at CodeYourFuture, which teaches refugees 

how to code. She recently spoke at Witty Careers Community 

Showcase event and ran a workshop at AfroTech Fest. She led the 

development of a web app, HomeSafe, allowing parents to notify 

their child’s school if someone other than the regular guardian 

would be collecting the child. Her personal project: a directory 

web app signposting young people to support. She works for 

StoryShare, building the Frontend of a communications and 

learning experience platform, optimised for mobile. Her dream is 

to use her tech skills to improve access to education in her birth 

country Nigeria.

FATIMAT  
GBAJABIAMILA
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Software Development Engineer  
Tech Lead, GoCardless

Summary

Grace joined GoCardless just over a year ago; she quickly became 

a tech lead. She has created an environment of trust. She has lead 

various initiatives cross-functionally within GoCardless; such as 

organising internships and forming “the speakers and talks group” 

that aims at developing confidence and skills in public speaking/

presenting. 

She mentors other women in tech and is an active member of an 

internal group dedicated to women in tech. She also shares her 

knowledge and experience tutoring women in organisations such 

as Rails Girls, and is often on the line-up as a speaker. Grace had 

introduced several ways of working and building relationships 

across teams - she drove the wall of ideas for a hackathon, 

developed the speakers and talks group that experiments with 

ways of presenting, built into her weekly team retros a public 

appreciation which is now used by other teams to recognize 

people outside of her team.

GRACE
CHAN G
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Global Senior Manager  
Applied Technology, Unilever

Summary

Phoebe applies AI, blockchain and mixed reality to optimising 

Unilever. She will speak at the Imperial College International 

Symposium on Corporate Acceleration. Internally, Phoebe mentors 

senior and board level stakeholders on AI, Blockchain and Open 

Data. She was a mentor to The Young Entrepreneur of the Year 

winner, sponsored by Cambridge University and HRH the Prince 

of Wales. She is developing and managing a Global “Expert 

Network” to expand her expertise across Unilever. Phoebe set up 

and ran the Unilever Artificial Intelligence Accelerator, partnering 

with academia, start-ups and large enterprises. She built a team 

who educated Unilever on cutting through the hype, supported 

rapid change and ask the right questions. Her team identified the 

highest value, sustainable, scalable opportunities. In 10 months, 

13 rapid POCs led to two scaled solutions across the business. 

Importantly, she had gained buy in that AI would become 

ubiquitous across the 30 technology platforms powering Unilever.

PHOE BE 
THACKER
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Cofounder,  
BedrockX

Summary

Nancy is a cofounder of BedrockX, sits on the advisory board of a 

crypto hedge fund, and is a venture scout for Backed VC. She has 

earned two Masters (MEM and MBA) and worked for top firms like 

Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers and GE Ventures. Nancy moved 

to London and launched the first AngelList syndicate in Europe 

as a Partner at Flight Ventures. She led Seed through Series B 

deals in tech businesses, such as Nutmeg (backed by Balderton 

and Draper) and Kalo (backed by Peter Thiel and Valar Ventures). 

She helped Flight Ventures grow to be the largest online group of 

investors in the world. Nancy also served as a mentor, Entrepreneur 

in Residence, and interim MD at Techstars’ London program. Nancy 

has spoken at over 30 tech conferences around the world from 

California to Europe. She is also the founder of a mental health 

non-profit for entrepreneurs (The Inspire Movement) launched 

alongside Google and several other tech leaders in the UK.

NANCY  
FECHNAY
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Cofounder and CTO,  
Predina

Summary

Meha led a team of developers, engineers and researchers to build 

a machine learning solution predicting the risk of accidents in 

real-time and 48 hours ahead in future, with over 70% accuracy, 

showing a 25% reduction in number of incidents benchmarked over 

previous years. She built this for truck drivers providing solution 

API to their navigation on trucks and PDF reports for drivers not 

well versed with technology. Conducted several training sessions to 

build a product they want and help them get equipped with using 

the solution. The tests were conducted with one of the largest 

industrial gas companies in the world on a fleet of trucks in the UK 

with the product being used by truck drivers. Won Hottest Machine 

Learning startup in UK for 2018 and 2019 Forbes 30 under 30 2019.

MEHA  
NELSON
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Developer Manager,  
Immersive Labs

Summary

Since joining Immersive Labs, Jaycee has gone from individual 
contributor to manager in less than a year. She has has proven her ability 
to exercise technical leadership and team management to foster an 
inclusive and safe environment for developers to thrive in. In her own 
time, Jaycee is also an organising member of Women Who Code Bristol, 
Codebar Bristol and Bristol Tech Volunteers, while also having ran two 
Global Diversity CfP workshops, in 2018 and 2019 respectively. 

Jaycee’s role at Immersive Labs has enabled her to contribute to the 
delivery of a practical and engaging cyber security upskill platform. 
However, it is her passion for the tech community that has seen her 
embrace her own self-development, by doing away with traditional 
classroom-based learning and proving the capabilities of on-demand 
cyber security training. Jaycee’s mission for her immediate future 
is to learn more about building an inclusive and positive space for 
underrepresented people in tech to grow and bring their best selves to 
the industry.

Giving back to the tech community, be it through informal talks, 
coaching or mentoring, is at the heart of Jaycee’s motivation. In her own 
words, ‘happy teams make great working professionals, who in turn make 
excellent products’. 

JAYCEE  
CHEONG
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J-STEAM, Director

Summary

Liat moved to London from Australia six years ago to work as a 

teacher. While teaching, she became the Computing Coordinator and 

eventually a Computing Teacher. As part of Ji, Liat has become an 

expert in teaching all aspects of STEAM, including coding, robotics 

and engineering and worked closely with teachers helping them with 

their computing needs. She has written extensive curricula and also 

coordinated and ran Computer Camps and Hackathons which teach 

children new computer skills such as coding and animation. Liat is 

passionate about education and has worked hard to encourage more 

young girls to engage in STEAM subjects.

L IAT
MOSS
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Marketing manager,  
Revolut

Summary

Grace joined Revolut in October 2015, having graduated from the 

University of Bristol with a 1st class degree in Politics. She was one of 

the earliest employees of Revolut and first member of the marketing 

department - taking it from close to zero to four million customers in 

a couple of years. Having worked across every Revolut department in 

the early days (as any early stage startup employee will know), Grace 

was a founding member of the marketing department. In this role, 

Grace has shaped Revolut’s design, tone of voice and many of the 

marketing campaigns that have supercharged Revolut’s growth. Grace 

helped to create Revolut’s premium game - a simple but fun game to 

drive growth in premium customers.

GRACE  
STUART
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CTO, Selerio

Summary

Flora is the co-founder and CTO of Selerio, an AR startup that uses 

AI to turn images and videos into 3D scenes. With a Ph.D. degree in 

Computer Graphics from the University of Cambridge, her research 

career aims to make 3D content creation more accessible. Her 

publications at venues such as SIGGRAPH Asia and ICCV cover topics 

from 3D shape analysis, sketch-based modeling tools to applications 

at the intersection of Graphics, Vision, and NLP. Selerio builds on 

top of this research to provide AR developers libraries for real-time 

3D reconstruction and editing of real scenes for more engaging AR 

experiences in areas like entertainment, retail, remote collaboration, 

and education. Flora holds a Google Anita Borg Scholarship and 

the 2013 Google European Doctoral Fellowship in Graphics. Before 

moving to the UK, Flora studied in South Africa where she was 

part of an outreach for introducing programming to kids with 

underprivileged backgrounds. She is on the committee of Black 

Cantabs, an initiative that chronicles Cambridge Black alumni.

FLORA  
TASSE
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Software Engineer, 
Ascential Plc

Summary

In her 18 months as a developer, Kavita has worked across the stack 

- from working on the deployment/devops side on AWS, to building 

the backend data pipeline for the greenfield project she was part of in 

Elixir and working extensively with React. She wrote and released her 

company’s first open source project -Ruby deployment gem called 

stalkedbybean which allows teams to deploy their Elixir applications 

to AWS without needing to understand how AWS works. She was 

one of two developers who helped set up the company’s build and 

deployment pipeline within four months into her first programming 

role. She has been the main organiser for codebar monthlies 

London, a non-profit initiative which runs coding workshops for 

underrepresented groups in tech. She created the event Demystifying 

Tech Tests which helps people understand technical pairing interviews 

and transition more effectively into the industry. She’s the London 

organiser for PLIBMTTBHGATY (Programming Languages I’ve Been 

Meaning To Try But Haven’t Gotten Around To Yet), a bi-annual 

Saturday coding party. She’s also a lead instructor for the Code First 

Girls Professionals web development class.

KAVITA  
KALAICHELVAN
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PhD student, 
University of Oxford

Summary

Sarah-Beth studied Biophysics at King’s and began teaching herself 

Python and C++. She is (probably) the first person to combine 

existing statistical analysis techniques in the field and machine 

learning for time-series analysis of protein disorder. She has built 

automated protocols for analyzing protein simulations in Python 

which can be efficiently deployed by novice Python users. She was 

awarded the Peter Beaconsfield Prize by the Oxford Medical Sciences 

Division for outstanding academic achievement and the Young Lipid 

Scientist Award 2017. She was also awarded a Senior Scholarship at 

Wadham College, Oxford for academic achievement and contribution 

to the College community. She organised a team to participate in the 

BBSRC Biotechnology Young Entrepreneurs Scheme, who progressed 

to the national finals at the Royal Society, where she acted as CFO. 

Sarah-Beth has extensive experience giving outreach sessions to 

young women and girls in mathematics and computing. She has 

also run successful tech meetups at Wadham College, University of 

Oxford (where she was also the President of the graduate student 

community). 

SARA H-BETH  
AMOS
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Engineer,  
The Financial Times

Summary

Katie went from grad engineer to a budding technical lead in 18 

months. She is the go-to person in the Internal Products team and 

beyond, for skills like load testing large scale production javascript 

applications. She is a mentor and a technical lead to the FT’s new 

engineering staff. Katie founded and led the FT’s first Junior Squad, 

a group dedicated to supporting 10% engineering time, the success 

of which was then replicated across multiple teams in our global org, 

including their new Sofia headquarters.  Katie has also blogged about 

load testing and is speaking at Codemotion Milan and Amsterdam. 

Katie’s first project was called the GDPR hub, which is a system 

to support FT’s compliance team in modernizing how they deal 

incoming with data requests. She was an engineer and tech lead 

on People Finder, a smart employee directory that interfaces with 

multiple sources of staff data in a secure way.

KATIE  
KOSCHLAND
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Software Engineer, 
BBC

Summary

Kayla started as Junior Software Engineer and quickly got promoted 

to Software Engineer. Kayla learnt new languages in node to help 

build the BBC’s file delivery service. She broke the record for first 

deployment by rolling out a change on her first day. She helped 

visualise our data into useful dashboards. She helped introduce 

Software Reliability Engineering to the BBC and has started a whole 

new way of working, by building reliability and automation into our 

products. As a member of Women in STEM she has done many talks 

at Schools, AWS conferences and internal BBC meetups to promote 

women getting into technology. Kayla organised hack days in the BBC 

to try new technologies and build an inclusive workplace. Using SRE 

principals, Kayla has helped introduce automation into the BBC to 

enable our products to self heal and reduce the support issues around 

iPlayer. She is also an evangelist of SRE and automation, spreading 

the good word inside and outside the BBC.

KAYLA 
SHAPIRO
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Data Scientist, 
Revolut

Summary

Originally from Macau, Joan moved to the UK to pursue higher 

education. She completed her bachelor’s in Mathematics at UCL 

and proceeded to completing her master’s in Risk Management 

and Financial Engineering at Imperial College London. After 

joining Revolut as a fresh graduate and as one of the first female 

Data Scientists, she has become an outstanding performer. She 

has demonstrated exceptional progression from knowing minimal 

Python to building our first end to end computer vision algorithm for 

identifying fraudsters. Joan also consistently demonstrates leadership 

through her initiatives for organising events to boost team morale. 

Through all of these skills, she has become a leader within the Data 

team at Revolut.

JOAN
LEI
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Senior Software Engineer, 
ComparetheMarket.com

Summary

Sharon has worked in a variety of teams and had a profound impact 

on each. She is working within the team at CTM that manages the 

distributed systems which go to hundreds of insurance providers for 

prices. She has shown great growth in her role, she has a reputation 

of being extremely helpful, caring and passionate. She has taken on 

learning node.js amazingly as well as being a technical role model 

for those around her. Sharon has given talks on SOLID software 

design principles, as well as being a vocal advocate of mental health 

awareness. Without Sharon sharing her mental health story the whole 

of CTM would not have adopted mental health first aid and awareness 

initiatives. Sharon has previously taken part of her own volition 

writing technical tests and software to test potential new hires into 

the business with programming puzzles. Her main initiative lies in her 

ability to cultivate social change within our company.

SHARON 
RUSSELL
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Advanced Analytics, Robotics  
and AI Senior Manager, EY

Summary

Sarah works in EY’s Data and Analytics team where she helps build and 

deliver AI assets and ‘intelligent automation’ (RPA, machine learning/

deep learning models and advanced analytic systems) for Financial 

Service Organisations. She has led successful projects on AI Due 

Diligence and helped with organisational change. She is one of the 

advisors of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on AI and works with 

MPs, top universities, AI companies and UK businesses to discuss the 

impact of AI on the UK workforce and suggests actions the government, 

different businesses and individuals should take to prepare for the 

future. Sarah is on the Executive board of Cass Global Leadership 

Programme and DevelopHer, non-for-profit 12,000+ community, which 

promote women in business and technology. She presented to over 

2000+ individuals in 2018 on AI, Data and Ethics. She is part of EY 

Women in Technology and helps runs technical bootcamps which teach 

various programming languages and get individuals into coding. She is a 

TedX speaker and LGBTQIA+ champion. 

SARA H
RENCH
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Software Developer,  
Bloom & Wild

Summary

In the four years Ella’s been in tech she has built workflow management 

software for SMEs and MVPs for startups. She now works as a Scrum 

Master/Developer, leading a cross functional development team at 

one of the UK’s fastest growing startups. Since joining Bloom & Wild 

Ella’s taken ownership of improving process, including moving to a 

daily release cycle, creation of a documentation wiki and code quality 

standardisation. She’s currently leading a complex, large-scale API 

personalisation project to enable A/B user testing based on backend 

data. 

Ella is passionate about encouraging women to join the tech industry. 

Her commitment to this includes getting primary school kids coding 

with Scratch, co-organising London’s largest monthly Ruby meet-up, 

coaching at Rails Girls London and Code First Girls and regularly sitting 

on panels for Stemettes, Makers and Goldsmiths University.

ELLA 
SCHOFIELD
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Engineering Team Leader,  
Unmind

Summary

In six years Lori has become a full-stack lead developer, beginning at 

Locus Energy, then Atlassian, and now Unmind. Initiated change in 

programming language at Unmind from Angular/Cold Fusion to React 

Native/Graph QL API. She was the first full-time employee at Unmind, 

and now leads a team of 10+ engineers. Improved Agile development 

workflows, and instated regular code reviews and unit testing. 

Presented a talk on best practices in code reviews at an Atlassian 

meet-up; spoke on code review at Atlas Camp in Barcelona, and also 

blogs. Lori was the fourth developer at Locus Energy, involved in 

building the first version of their solar panel monitoring project. Lori 

also built a postcard application in her own time where you can take 

a picture and send it as a postcard. At Unmind, she built a Challenge 

Tracker spreadsheet for internal wellbeing challenges and converted 

this into an app.

LORI
LEE
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Associate Engineer L2 Experience 
Technology, Publicis Sapient

Summary

On a recent Neo4j project, Isabel delivered complex solutions using 

a technology that she had no prior experience in - she built a PoC 

with Graphical DBs. She has also become a champion of women in 

technology within our company and beyond. She set up a regular 

meet-up for female developers within our community. She has written 

for Campaign Live, and forged a partnership between her company 

and CodeFirst: Girls. Following this successful pilot, Publicis Groupe 

will fund an additional ‘boot camp’ led by Isabel, to convert some 

of the organisation’s 3000 women into STEM roles. Isabel actively 

participates in our meetups (Front End, Full Stack and Node) as well 

as our front end guild. She also regularly attends industry-wide events 

in London such as React London. Isabel works with our internal teams 

and leads to push for change and work with them to find and propose 

solutions to make our organisation a better place for women to work.

I SABE L 
LEWIS
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Web Engineer,  
Monzo

Summary

Sophie joined Monzo in 2018 as a full stack developer, building tools 

in React and Go for their award-winning customer support teams. 

As well as mentoring at kids’ coding clubs and Node Girls London, 

she has been a course tutor at CodeFirst Girls at LSE teaching HTML, 

CSS and JavaScript. She frequently gives talks at local meetups, 

encouraging people (especially women and non-binary folks) to get 

involved in the tech community and at conferences. Recent talks she’s 

given include a guide to giving conference talks at ReactJS Girls, the 

power of the community at YouEqualTech, and a lightning talk on a 

JavaScript library at ReactFest 2018. In her spare time she co-runs 

women’s pop choir SHE Choir London, leveraging technology to make 

music happen - most recently she built an app on Google AppEngine 

which automatically takes attendance every Monday via Slack and 

synchronises rehearsal details with Google Sheets! 

SOPHIE 
KOONIN
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Expansion Strategy Manager, 
Onfido

Summary

Clare is Senior Strategy & Expansion Manager at technology business 

Onfido. She is responsible for the B2B software company’s launch 

in new markets. Inspired by Onfido’s vision to create a world where 

identity is the key to access, Clare helps global businesses navigate 

data privacy and financial services regulation to onboard customers 

securely and fight fraud.

Prior to Onfido, Clare joined digital mortgage lender Landbay as its 

third employee. In 3 years, Landbay raised £10M and grew its loan 

book to £100M+. Clare worked on all outward-facing aspects of the 

business, from communications to investor relations, and went on 

to run Commercial Partnerships. She was a founding member of the 

P2PFA Comms Working Group and played a key role in Landbay’s 

successful FCA authorisation application, leading to the launch of the 

Landbay Innovative Finance ISA.

Clare is an active member of the FrenchTech Fintech working group 

and has spoken at London Tech Week, Paris Regtech Forum and more. 

CLARE 
JOY
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Software Engineer,  
Simply Business

Summary

Merve is currently filling in the position of Engineering Lead, leading 

refinements, planning quarterly objectives, as well as mentoring and 

line managing junior developers. She also provides regular trainings 

in the company on the platform her team is working on (event driven 

ruby application). She’s volunteered at Code First Girls and Rails 

girls, as well as Code Your Future where she assisted refugees. She 

also presented at various meetups and conferences including Code 

First Girls conference. She’s started the Computer Science Noobs 

meet up, giving CS knowledge to self taught or boot camp graduate 

developers. She regularly teaches and mentors junior developers. She 

has a high interest for Serverless technologies as the idea of providing 

business value without worrying about configuration, high availability 

and resilience is the future. 

MERVE
TANE R
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Junior Software Engineer,  
BT Group

Summary

Jennifer was on the BT/Code First: Girls furtHER program and is 

an emerging leader within the BT Group. She was offered a job at 

BT Belfast where she’s learned Javascript. During BT furtHER, she 

learned Web Development, Python, SQL & TTD. She had her first 

public speaking moment at the graduation of the BT/Code First: Girls 

furtHER program where the audience included the CEO of Code 

First: Girls and the Head of HR at BT. She used Instagram to share 

her journey and has connected with people all over the world. She 

blogged on “Why You Should Learn To Code In 2019”. She has been 

asked to interview with Nyla Denae (a non profit in the USA focusing 

on attracting more young black girls to STEM), has been featured on 

Women Doing Science & interviewed by tech blogger Pauline Narvas. 

Her role involves testing software on the BT Set Top Box which goes 

out to millions of people. 

JENNIFER 
OPAL
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Lead DevOps Engineer, 
KPMG

Summary

Ariane is now managing a team of DevOps Engineers as a Team 

Lead. Over her 4 years working in Technology, she has achieved 

AWS Professional Solution Architect, AWS Professional DevOps and 

GCP Professional Cloud Architect certifications. She has worked in 

a client-facing consulting role advising financial institutions on their 

business critical cloud strategies, advising clients on how to build out 

their cloud strategies. Ariane has spoken and presented at a number 

of events in front of up to 1000 people, including AWS Re:Invent in 

Las Vegas in both 2018 and 2017. She has been an ambassador for 

women in technology at KPMG, regularly attending events around the 

UK to support and encourage women in tech. She will be speaking 

at Women in DevOps in March. Ariane built a greenfield project for a 

large banking client customer due diligence project, all containerised 

using AWS Fargate, and automated deployment using Terraform and 

Jenkins. In her spare time she built a serverless file sharing application 

in Node.js using S3, AWS Lambda, Cognito and DynamoDB, deployed 

using serverless framework.

ARIANE 
GADD
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CTO / Product Engineer, Treat Out

Summary

Formerly a graphic designer, running her own business, and having 

kids, Nathalie wanted to reenter the workforce. She retrained as a 

developer, gained a job, started meetup and conference speaking then 

started her own start-up, Treat Out. She is consistently at meetups, 

conferences like Beyond Tech and is a fixture wherever data, diversity 

and startups are concerned. Nathalie also worked remotely under the 

branding of SheCodes, building bespoke websites for individuals and 

SMEs as well as providing digital training for non-tech individuals.  

Nathalie co-founded TreatOut, a greenfield food tech startup project 

which is tackling the issues faced when trying to dine out with food 

allergies and intolerances. Taking on the big data challenge of making 

allergens and dietary tests more easily accessible is a big journey but 

with awareness and food related deaths still in headlines, Nathalie has 

met with top chains in how to integrate this product.

NATHALIE  
CHRISTMANN 
-COOPER
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Director of Partnerships, 
Heliocor

Summary

Elly is the Director of Partnerships of Heliocor, a leading KYC/AML 

Compliance Reg Tech Company with clients such as Santander, 

Barclays, State Street, SPD Bank and others. Heliocor is a rapidly 

growing company, generating revenue and with industry leading 

blockchain experience. She began her career training at different elite 

PR agencies in Hong Kong. Elly was the Senior PR Executive of ANX 

International - one of the largest exchanges in Hong Kong where she 

successfully helped ANX get brand exposure on more than 50 global 

media outlets such as CNBC, Bloomberg, CNN, SCMP, in 9 months. 

Elly joined Blockchain as an analyst and was in charge of helping 

Blockchain grow in Asia. After Blockchain, Elly joined TokenCard 

as Head of Partnerships, Asia at TokenCard. Elly is the most well 

connected person in the blockchain and cryptocurrency industry.

ELLY 
ZHAN G
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Senior Devops Engineer,  
Compare the Market

Summary

Dimple started her career as a junior software engineer in a startup 

almost immediately after her masters in  Animation. She taught 

herself C#, Actionscript and .Net in less than a year in a workplace 

where she was the first woman engineer. She then got a graduate 

role at Accenture. She was promoted to a Devops Engineer in a year 

and worked one of the leading retail clients. Now, she is working as 

a Senior Devops Engineer at Comparethemarket. She has designed 

dynamic secret storage solution for financial clients using various 

Hashicorp products. She encourages women to join the tech industry 

and is a constant voice of support for those around her. She has 

spoken at several tech meetups in London including Ansible and 

the women in Devops meetup. She is also now an active coach at 

codefirstgirls to encourage more women to join the industry. 

DIMPLE 
DALBY
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Cyber Analyst,  
UK Government

Summary

Stephanie obtained a scholarship in 2017 through CodeFirst Girls to 

study with The Guardian an Advanced Python Web Development 

Course. Since then she has done courses such as CS5O Computer 

Science with Harvard, animation as well as various cybersecurity 

courses via Cybrary. She was invited by UK Youth to lead a hackathon 

in which she taught 23 young people how to create and design 

campaigns to tackle cyber-bullying through animation. Stephanie’s 

podcast Seipod aims to equip BAME Women with knowledge needed 

to be secure online. She was invited in October 2018 to join as a 

panellist at the UN Women event in Kenya to discuss what can be 

done to help women and girls in the face of the often violent and 

damaging crimes. She has a track record of facilitating significant 

development initiatives and was part of the team that pioneered the 

world’s first public health information service inside the WhatsApp 

platform. It provided content in text, images and audio to users in 

West Africa from the BBC World Service as well as through partners 

Unicef, World Health Organisation, World Food Programme and the 

Centre for Disease Control. 

STEPHANIE 
IT IM I
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DevOps Engineer,  
The Economist Newspaper Ltd

Summary

Fanny has learnt Golang and AWS in less than 3 months.  Her eye for 

quality is exceptional and she never lets shoddy work go through. She 

has been mentoring some of the Economist’s junior developers and 

bringing them on the AWS journey even only having recently learnt it 

themselves. She learnt Golang and released her first Go based open 

source library to handle secrets. Fanny is a very intelligent yet kind 

senior engineer who accepts any challenge gracefully. 

FANNY 
CORLOSQUET
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Co-founder & Chief Operating 
Officer, Salve Health

Summary

Elin Ng is co-founder & Chief Operating Officer of Salve, a digital 

healthcare business. Salve guides patients through treatment via 

mobile and automating clinic admin processes, so staff have more time 

for better care.

The idea for Salve came about when Elin witnessed friends who 

were overwhelmed when undergoing gruelling fertility treatments. 

She noticed that daily injections, hormone treatment and invasive 

weekly appointments were emotionally exhausting.  There was also a 

disconnect in communication between patient and clinic, with clinics 

overwhelmed with paperwork & fielding hundreds of calls a day.

Salve works with clinics across the UK and Germany and is expanding 

into obstetrics, orthopaedics and other healthcare areas. Elin leads on 

product management, sales and finance.  Elin regularly participates in 

talks within the tech community, especially those that support startups 

with a strong social purpose. She has also presented to multinational 

companies on bringing inclusivity in the tech world.

EL IN 
NG
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Project Director, 
UnrulyEQ

Summary

Kiran Uppal is a Project Director at Unruly, an AdTech company 

headquartered in London. She is responsible for the company’s 

capabilities of delivering global data-driven products from a central 

team. By implementing several changes including migration to a 

new self-serve platform and hiring a super team, Unruly is now able 

to deliver twice as many projects with the same headcount. New 

suppliers have been on-boarded and contracts negotiated several 

times minimising costs by >50%, all of which improved efficiencies and 

turnaround times for clients. Kiran plays an active role in the Diversity 

Squad, Kiran has presented at STEM events on unconscious bias, and 

has run global training sessions to help all members of the business 

get a deeper understanding on Unruly’s proprietary data proposition 

This included travel to foreign offices and presenting at a global 

Beiersdorf event in Hamburg. 

KIRAN 
UPPAL
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Web Engineer,  
Monzo

Summary

Eli Schutze Ramirez is a London-based web engineer, speaker and 

community organiser from Managua, Nicaragua. She holds an MSc in 

Computing and was formerly on the board of Women Hack for Non-

Profits. Eli is currently a Web Engineer at Monzo, building a rich and 

accessible web presence for the challenger bank and was formerly at 

Trainline making the train booking experience delightful. 

Eli is extremely passionate about the developer community. Until 

recently, she ran the Reactivate London Meetup and is currently an 

organiser of WEBdeLDN Meetup. She has also taught programming to 

women and underrepresented groups in tech through organisations 

like CodeFirst:Girls, codebar and Node Girls. She has recently spoken 

at web conferences in New York, Berlin, and London and can often be 

found Tweeting about all of the above. 

EL I  SCHUTZE 
RAMIREZ
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Software Engineer, 
Improbable

Summary

Jessica joined Improbable less than a year ago, straight from her 

master studies. Since then, she has taken on lead responsibility for 

implementing mobile platform support. This required her to learn and 

practice mobile design and development as well as project and people 

management. She has represented Improbable at events such as Grace 

Hopper and the Women in Games conference. In the last year, she has 

given a talk and demo at this year’s GDC (the largest annual gathering 

of video game industry professionals), and spoken at gatherings 

including Women In Games and Women in Devops.

In her spare time, she’s working on a SpatialOS game to help 

understand the challenges faced by the product’s users. She has been 

involved in multiple diversity programmes, including encouraging 

female high school students to study computer science and co-hosting 

a women hackers’ event in Cambridge.

JESS ICA 
FALK
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Chief Executive Officer, 
KareInn

Summary

Rachelle is the CEO of KareInn (planning software for residential and 

nursing care homes), which is now used in both care homes and NHS 

hospitals. She collaborated with DeepMind Healthcare to deliver a 

roundtable discussion to leaders in the care home sector, highlighting 

how machine learning and artificial intelligence can support business 

growth and deliver increased quality of care. Was part of the Google 

Residency cohort where she provided peer mentor support. Invited 

by INSEAD as part of their MBA cohort, to discuss the challenges that 

face female start-ups. Runs a panel for ‘10 Digital Ladies’, a group 

whose aim is to build a more inclusive digital industry. Prior, she was 

Head of Digital for one of the UK’s largest retail banks, focusing on 

delivering digitally inclusive solutions. She is an active mentor to UK 

Tech startups and mentors female founders - she is seen as a true 

leader in the tech social-care space.

RACHELLE 
MILLS
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Director, codebar

Summary

A startup founder, director at codebar.io, self-taught software engineer, 

coach, and globetrotter, with a keen passion advocating for self-

directed learning and emotional wellbeing. As a director of codebar, I 

believe strongly that society overall could benefit from having a more 

diverse tech workforce since tech impacts all walks of life. To achieve 

that, we run weekly workshops teaching under-represented members 

in tech coding for free across the globe. Currently, we have over 

10,000 members and 23 chapters internationally. Currently working on 

a startup aimed at facilitating peer-to-peer learning via live streaming. 

I’m a strong believer that anyone with a growth mindset can learn to 

code. Even though I don’t have a computer science background, I was 

able to learn very effectively with the help of mentors and landed my 

first offer as an engineer two months after I started learning to code, 

while working full-time.

CHARLOTTE 
ZHAO
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Java Developer, Sky

Summary

Laura joined Sky two years ago. The amount of skill that she has 

developed is incredible. She has become an experienced Java 

developer, but also an advocate for good development practices 

like TDD, Pair Programming and clean code, championing these 

ideas within the organisation and teaching them to others. She has 

led several critical pieces of work, creating and implementing a new 

algorithm for improving the broadband speed of our customers. 

She mentors other developers, helping other women to have more 

confidence. Laura can find solutions no-one had thought of. She 

noticed a few repetitive activities the team had to do and volunteered 

to automate them - for example, simplifying the preparation of a 

release and creating the changelist automatically. Thanks to her the 

team is now able to deploy changes to production a lot more often.  

Laura also led the implementation of our new monitoring platform 

using Prometheus and Pushgateway, giving the ability to receive 

better alerts when things go wrong.

LAURA
WESTON
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Founder & CEO, 
The Dots

Summary

Pip Jamieson is the Founder & CEO of The Dots (www.the-dots.com), 

dubbed ˜The next LinkedIn?’ by Forbes. The Dots is designed around 

the networking needs of ‘No Collar’ professionals - creators, freelancers 

and entrepreneurs. As routine jobs become more automated, these No 

Collar professionals will represent the future workforce. Delightfully 

Dyslexic with a distinctive marmite laugh (you either love it or you 

hate it) Pip was named by The Sunday Times as one of the Top 100 

Disruptive Entrepreneurs innovating in their respective fields, by 

Creative Review as one of the top 50 Creative Leaders & by Campaign 

as one of the 50 Trailblazers of the Future. Head to Wikipedia for more 

info. Being a dyslexic sole female tech founder, Pip has put helping 

business build diverse teams at the heart of everything they do! 68% 

+ of The Dots community is female, 31% + BAME & 16% + LGBT+. 

The Dots also do a lot of work around socioeconomic diversity and 

neurodiversity to fuel a more balanced industry of the future.

PIP
JAMIE SON
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IoS Engineer,  
Yoyo Wallet

Summary

While working in Accounting, Funmi was also teaching herself to 

code. She did this through a web development course with Code 

First Girls. A friend invited her to take part in a hackathon put on by 

fast-growing digital-only bank Starling Bank, through which Funmi 

was eventually offered a job. She became a Software Engineer and 

was involved in building and improving Transaction reporting, Loans, 

Payments, Personal Current Accounts, Customer verification and 

Euro Accounts. She gained experience in both Android and iOS 

development during her time there. She blogs, has appeared on the 

BBC and has delivered talks for Code:bar on iOS development. She 

now works as an iOS engineer at Yoyo Wallet. CodeFirst: Girls named 

her as “One to Watch” in 2018.

FUNMI 
ADEWODU
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Digital Strategy specialising 
in Analytics & AI, JP Morgan

Summary

Allie started her career in investment banking at Morgan Stanley. 

She now works in the Digital Strategy & Fintech team at JPMorgan, 

as the EMEA lead for Data Analytics, whilst studying part-time for 

an MSc in Business Analytics at Imperial College. Prior to this, she 

spent two years as part of J.P. Morgan’s Corporate & Investment 

Bank in-house strategy team advising senior C-level management 

on strategic projects - this included developing the strategy for 

the application of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence 

within the bank. At Imperial College, her training includes Data 

Structures and Algorithms, Network Analytics, and Optimisation 

and Decision Models. She is investigating launching a better way to 

connect AI professionals to banks in London. She has given talks 

on the implications of AI for broader society, pointing out that the 

technology itself is only ever shaped by those who program it.

A L E X A N D R A  
G I L LO N - L I V E S E Y
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Founder and CEO, Brolly

Summary

Phoebe is the Founder and CEO of Brolly, the startup that’s 

revolutionising the way insurance works. Designed for smartphones, 

Brolly helps people to manage all their insurance in one simple app, 

analysing personal circumstances and optimising cover. Partnered 

with insurance giants and backed by some of the world’s best 

investors having raised $1.3 million in funding from Valar Ventures and 

Pi Labs, Phoebe developed the idea for Brolly whilst at Entrepreneur 

First. She was previously underwriting and building products at 

insurance company Aviva, after reading Psychology at the University 

of Manchester.

PHOE BE 
CHIBUZO  
HUGH
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DeepMind Marketer, 
Google

Summary

Jess has worked at Google for the past 8 years, currently as a 

marketer for DeepMind in London, and in the past on YouTube, 

Google Glass, Projects Jacquard and Soli and Ads. She graduated 

from Google’s executive program at The Wharton School at the 

University of Pennsylvania. She is currently undergoing certification 

as a professional coach by the Coaches Training Institute (“CTI”). Her 

experience as a sought after career guru at Google has taught her 

how to partner with clients as they plan their lives and careers. She 

also created a Silver Surfers curriculum, focused on educating senior 

citizens in the Ann Arbor, MI area on basic digital literacy. She has 

also spoken at the Intrepreneurship Dinner on AI + Social Media and 

has been part of Google’s volunteer program, GoogleServe.

JESS ICA 
SAPICK
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Programme Manager - THG’s 
Technology and Innovation  
Accelerator, The Hut Group

Summary

Anna was once a criminal defence lawyer. Through CodeFirst:Girls and 

Makers, she became a Software Engineer within Content Distribution 

Services in BBC Design & Engineering. She helped build and operate 

published content APIs that power the BBC Online. She now works at 

Automattic as an Internal Developer Advocate. Previously she was also 

the driving force behind the Technology Institute of The Hut Group - 

one of Europe’s fastest growing technology companies in e-commerce. 

She is committed to democratising coding education and promoting 

a more diverse tech workforce. She is an organiser of CodeYourFuture 

Manchester - a charity teaching refugees and asylum seekers how to 

code and preparing them for Junior Developer roles across the North 

West of England. She is an instructor for CodeFirst:Girls in Manchester, a 

non-profit seeking to redress the gender imbalance in Tech by providing 

free coding courses to ambitious young women. She is an organiser of 

Codebar Manchester, providing monthly coding workshops for women 

and members of the LGBTQ+ community. She is a co-creator of Women 

Who Keynote, a platform designed for women to promote themselves for 

speaking opportunities, contributing to the elimination of all-male panels. 

A N N A  
HOLL AND-SMITH
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Software 
Developer, Unruly

Summary

Sarah has pursued challenges across the software spectrum: 

from frontend web development, Java backend programming, to 

infrastructure. At Unruly she helped drive gender diversity in the 

engineering team, doubling the number of women developers in 

ProDev over a year. Sarah trained in conflict resolution and now coaches 

colleagues on transforming conflict into opportunities for change. 

Sarah joined Unruly’s shared infrastructure team – and in less than 

three months she led on work to improve Unruly’s infrastructure, from 

migrating operating systems to sharing knowledge about infrastructure 

in the product development team. Following Sarah’s sessions on conflict 

resolution delivered to the Product Development team, she was asked 

to lead a talk on conflict resolution to the global Unruly company. Sarah 

also regularly contributes to Unruly’s tech talks. She’s spoken at Pivotal, 

Deloitte Digital, Sky, Extreme Tuesday Club (XP meetup), Extreme 

Programmer’s London, and various girls’ schools. During her role as co-

organiser of Extreme Programmer’s London, Sarah sought out speakers 

from underrepresented backgrounds and encouraged topics that 

explored the human side of technology. She also blogs. 

SARA H
YOUNG
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BBC R&D

Summary

Misa is a published scientist, with an M.Phil. in Cancer Cell Biology 

from UCL and Cancer Research UK. She successfully transitioned into 

programming by retraining with Makers and going on to work with Big 

Health and Acuris Global. She is currently at BBC R&D, developing a 

machine learning based system for automating metadata generation/

extraction from broadcast content. In 2018, she co-founded Women 

Driven Development, which brings women, non-binary people and 

leaders in tech together to tackle gender imbalance and to use 

technology for good. WDD hackathons have been hosted and supported 

by several industry leaders, including Google, Expedia Group and 

Makers. She regularly mentors and organises for a range of incredible 

organisations, working to improve diversity and inclusivity in the tech 

industry, including Women in Data Science, codebar, Code Your Future 

and AI Club for Gender Minorities.

MISA 
OGURA 
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JavaScript Developer, 
Cambridge Cognition

Summary

In 2 years, Paula has gone from being an international violinist to 

writing her first line of code to being a key member of development 

teams in 2 companies. She has taken the lead in improving test 

coverage, updating the toolchain, and integrating Domain Driven 

Design at her current job with Cambridge Cognition. She has spoken 

at several conferences and given workshops and talks at many 

meetups in the UK as well as in Madrid (in Spanish!). She was co-

organiser of the Cambridge Ruby Users Group, teaches at CodeBar, 

and blogs about learning to code. She’s an active member of the 

Software Crafters community in Cambridge. When she discovered 

that the Mocha test tool didn’t have support for parameterised testing, 

she built her own package and released it to npm (https://www.npmjs.

com/package/cocoajs). And at work, she has been creating tools to 

automate our coding and testing standards, freeing up developer 

time. She keeps up the violin as well, performing in Carnegie Hall 

in New York City in 2018 and leading the Cambridge Philharmonic 

Orchestra. Music and code came together recently as she composed 

and recorded “Get Outside”, a solo violin piece she wrote for the FFS 

Tech Conference (find her on Spotify / Apple Music!).

PAULA
MULDOON
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Head of Technology,  Thrift+

Summary

Poppy spent four years at Accenture, joining as a graduate and leaving 

as a qualified TOGAF Solution Architect. During this time, she also 

took online tech courses in her evenings and weekends, including Java 

and Technical Infrastructure. She recently joined Thirft+ as Head of 

Technology, an on demand donation service for second hand clothes, 

raising money for charity, donors, and providing an antidote to the 

fast fashion industry. So far Thrift+ has raised over £30,000 for 200 

charities. Poppy has sole responsibility of the technical architecture 

at Thrift+, which consists of over 20 different SaaS solutions and 2 

proprietary Apps. Over the last 8 months, Poppy has restructured 

the data model to ensure data integrity, re-built the integration layer 

into a micro services architecture, and overseen the development of 

a number of customer proposition improvements. This has supported 

the business grow 10 fold during this time. Poppy’s role extends to 

supporting Thrift+ CEO and Founder in developing the business model, 

providing analysis on KPIs and presenting this to investors. Outside of 

Thrift+, she has regularly presented at Retail Tech events, spent time 

teaching coding to school children and volunteers her tech skills to 

small local charities. 

POPPY 
RAINER
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